Take the BioCat Quiz:

1. Are you passionate about your studies of biology, biochemistry, animal science or other life sciences?
2. Do you want to share your enthusiasm with other students?
3. Are you interested in helping other students succeed in Biology 111 and Biology 211?

If you answered “yes” to one or more of the above questions, then you could be one of the first Biology Learning Catalysts (“BioCats”) on the NMSU Campus.

The Spring 2007 BioCats will

• Lead two weekly workshops
• Help students work through case studies, problem sets, and other learning activities
• Be encouraged to contribute to the design and refinement of the workshop activities
• Be paid $1,500 for the Spring 2007 semester and work approximately 10 hours per week
• Participate in pre-semester training (Jan. 16 and Jan. 17)
• Attend lecture 9:30 – 10:20 or 10:30 – 11:20 on Mondays and Wednesdays (Biol 111) or Wednesday and Friday (Biol 211).
• Attend weekly BioCat meeting
• Grade and record student workshop assignments

Applications and full job descriptions are available in the Biology Department Office and on the Biology Advising Center Website. Candidates must also submit an application through Ventana.